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1.0

During the months of November and December 1987. Quantech Consulting 
Inc. of Toronto, Ontario conducted a tine domain, dipole-dipole 
induced polarization and resistivity survey over the McBean Lake 
property on behalf of Discovery West Corporation of Toronto, Ontario. 
A total of 15.6 line miles was surveyed using an electrode interval 
or 100 feet and 200 feet.

At the request of Discovery West. Quantech has interpreted the results 
of the survey and presented the findings in this report. The report 
discusses the interpretation of the Induced Polarization and 
Resistivity results. Geologic information was made available by the 
staff of Discovery West Corp.

QuAHncn CmovLTiHG INC.



2.0 HMIMHH LOCATIOB AID ACCESS

The McBean Lake Property is reached by logging road, about 16 km. 
south of the town of Long Lac, Ontario. This location is approximately 
310 km. northeast of Thunder Bay. Ontario.

Access lias achieved using an all terrain vehicle and trailer supplied 
by Discovery Vest Corporation.

QUANKCH CorauLinn INC.
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4.0 SURVEY BOJDIPmr AID PARAMETERS

4.1 Induced Polarization and Resistivity Receiver

The EDA IP-2 time domain receiver was'used throughout the survey. 
The receiver continuously averages the primary voltage and four 
slices of the voltage decay curve until convergence is reached. 
The final converged reading is entered into the internal solid- 
state memory. At the end of the day. the receiver was interfaced 
with a Compaq II portable computer and the data transferred to 
disk for storage and further reduction.

4.2 Induced Polarization and Resistivity Transmitter

The Phoenix IPT-1 time/frequency domain transmitter was employed. 
The transmitter was powered by a 2.0 kilowatt Phoenix assembled 
MG-2 motor generator.

4.3 IP Survey Parameters and Field Procedures

A dipole-dipole array was chosen in order to best discriminate 
weak and multiple conductor zones. Due to the limited overburden 
depth and narrow nature of the targets an "X" spacing of 100 
feet was selected for the initial reconnaissance survey. 
Expanding the dipole separation from n*l to 0=4 provided 
sufficient depth penetration and information to define the 
symmetry of the anomalies in most cases.

Upon completion of the 100 foot survey, the "X" spacing was 
expanded to 200 feet with readings taken from n-1 to ns4. 
Several specified lines were read using this array in an attempt 
to detect any deep seated anomalous zones.

In all cases the survey was conducted in a portable transmitter 
mode. Current could be transmitted on any one of up to six 
dipoles allowing the operator to read a maximum of nine stations 
from a single transmitter setup. Depending on the topography, 
five to eight setups (180 to 288 readings) were completed each 
day.

nnG INC.



5.0 SOBVEZ THBOBI

5.1 Induced Polarization and Resistivity

The induced polarization (IP) survey is an electrical method used 
to neasure the bulk average resistivity and chargeability of the 
subsurface. Because it is only possible to neasure the electrical 
parameters of the subsurface in a bulk average, the IP effect is 
stated as the "apparent chargeability" and the resistivity as the 
"apparent resistivity".

When operating in the time domain, a two second square waveform 
is used. Current is applied for a period of two seconds to allow 
the ground to "charge up". The current is then shut off for two 
seconds to allow the ground to discharge and it is during this 
period that the receiver takes its measurements of the IP effect. 
This process is then repeated with the current direction 
reversed.

The apparent chargeability (IP effect) of the ground is 
calculated by the receiver and is the time integrated area 
beneath the voltage decay curve. This is more easily understood 
if one considers the ground as a very large resistor and leaky 
capacitor circuit. When current is applied the capacitor will 
charge up. When the current is removed, the capacitor will 
discharge exponentially. By calculating the area beneath this 
exponential voltage decay curve the apparent chargeability value 
is found.

Applying this circuit to the earth, the rock matrix behaves as 
the resistor. Any polarizable material contained in the matrix 
(ie. metallic sulphides. graphite. etc.) behaves as the 
capacitor. The applied current travels through groundwater found 
in pore spaces and fractures present in the rocks. If there are 
no strongly polarizable materials present then the voltage decay 
will occur very quickly and the resulting area under the curve 
(the apparent chargeability) will be small. If. however, 
polarizable materials are present, then the voltage decay will 
be sustained over a longer period of time and the area under the 
voltage decay curve will be larger. Since this effect is a 
function of the surface area of the polarizable materials, the 
apparent chargeability value will be strongest for a well 
disseminated body.

The apparent resistivity value is calculated by measuring the 
voltage at a set time and dividing it by the applied current. 
This value is then multiplied by a geometric constant which is a 
function of the survey array used. The measured voltage is a 
function of the ease with which electrons travel through the 
subsurface. If the measured ground is very resistive, then the 
voltage reading and calculated apparent resistivity will be 
large. If sufficient quantities of a conductive material are 
present, then the voltage reading and calculated apparent 
resistivity will be smaller.

TIHC Inc.



6.0 MTA PRESERATICMI

6.1 Induced Polarization

Once the data has been collected in the field, the receiver is 
interfaced with a portable, Compaq II. in-field computer and the 
raw data is transferred to floppy and/or hard disk for further 
reduction.

Using in-house computer software the raw field data is reduced to 
apparent resistivity, total chargeability and metal factor values 
using the following equations:

Apparent Resistivity (Pa)

9 a - n(n*l)(n*2) * pi V/I

expressed in units of Ohm-meters 

Total Chargeability (Ut)

Mf (120M1 * 220M2 * 420M3 * 820M4) l 1580

where M1,M2,M3 and M4 are the four integrated 
slices of the voltage decay and are expressed in 
units of milliseconds (ms)

Metal Factor (MF)

MF- Mt /?a * 2000

expressed in units of milliseconds/ohm-meters

The final values are then stored on disk in standard Geosoft 
"XYZ" file format. By using this format, further data plotting 
and reduction, such as colour contouring, can be done with no 
additional expenses being incurred for reformatting of the 
existing data.

In-field contoured pseudosections of the total chargeability, 
apparent resistivity and metal factor were generated daily in 
order to facilitate constant monitoring and in-field 
interpretation of the data. The final pseudosection plots are 
contained in a separate binder and are presented at a true scale 
of 1:2500.

To facilitate contouring of the apparent resistivity, total 
chargeability, and metal factor values an unweighted filter is 
applied to each of the respective data sets. The filter (seen 
below) takes an equal weight of all values lying inside its 
boundaries and calculates the average. This allows an equal 
contribution of all values from n-1 to 0=4 to be presented as a

QUANnCH CoraULIDU I



single value and negates the problem of a deep response being 
overlooked if a small (n) number is contoured.

n-1 -
n-2 -
n-3 -
n-4 -

l
l l
111
1111

Unweighted Ti ilar Filter

The filtered data is then contoured and presented at a scale of 
1:5,000. The contoured plan maps can be found in Appendix C.

QUAKIBCH Common Inc.



7.0 Of RESULTS

7.1 Discussion of Apparent Resistivity Results

The apparent resistivities measured on the McBean Lake Grid are 
in the high resistivity range ( 1000 ohm-meters to 10.000 ohm- 
meters ) to the very high resistivity range ( greater than 10,000 
ohm-meters ). The zones of very high apparent resistivity have 
been interpreted on the data plots and transferred to the plan 
map, at a scale of one inch equals two hundred feet. On the plan 

these zones can be correlated fnm line to line.

The Theresa granodiorite plug lies to the northeast of the McBean 
Ljifc* Grid. These fresh, non-porous, igneous rocks would be 
expected to have a very high true resistivity value. Some snail 
masses of this granodiorite have been located on the McBean Lake 
Grid. The zones of very high apparent resistivity ( greater than 
10.000 ohm-meters ) shown on the plan map should be correlated 
with the available geologic information to determine if 
additional granodiorite bodies could be present (see south end of 
LIHE 16+OOE. and the north end of LIRE 28+OOV and LIRE 32+OOW).

At some locations on the grid, the measurements with X-100 feet 
show the "horizontal character" that indicates the presence of a 
conductive surface layer. These regions, where a significant 
thickness of conductive glacial overburden is present, have been 
interpreted on the data plots. When transferred to the plan map, 
these zones may be correlated from line to line. As shown on the 
plan map, these regions indicate those portions of the McBean 
Lake Grid on which a significant thickness of glacial overburden 
can be expected (see the south end of LIRE 4+OOW and. 7+OOH to 
19+50H on LIHE 40+OOH).

7.2 Discussion of Induced Polarization Results

There are large zones on the McBean Lake Grid that have a very 
high bedrock resistivity. If these rocks contain even very small 
concentrations of metallic mineralization ( magnetite or pyrite ) 
large IP effects will be measured. This has happened in many 
locations on the grid surveyed.

However, as shown on the data plots, there are numerous 
narrow, more definite IP anomalies that have been interpreted. 
Some of these anomalies are large in magnitude, and definite ( 
see LIHE 8+00W; 9+OOH to 10+OOH ). Others of the the anomalies 
that have been interpreted have a lower magnitude and are less 
definite ( see LIHE 24+OOW; 10+OOH to 11+OOH ). Most of the 
anomalous patterns suggest that the source is relatively narrow ( 
see LIHE 44+OOH; 4+OOH to 5+OOH ); however, at a few locations 
the source is indicated to fc*v* MM width ( see LIHE 12+OOW; 
7+OOH to 10+OOH ).

8
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All of tbese IP anomalies have been interpreted on the data 
plots, and transferred to the plan nap. Many of the anomalies can 
be correlated from line to line to form anomalous zones. At a few 
locations, there are fairly definite, one-line, anomalies that 
can not be correlated to adjacent lines.

7.21 ZOHE A (LIRE 40+OOW to LIRE 4+OOW).

This anomalous zone extends from LIRE 40+OOW to LIRE 4+OOW. 
The anomalous patterns and magnitudes change along the 
strike of the zone. The most definite IP anomalies detected 
on the McBean Lake Grid were measured on this zone, on LIRE 
12+OOW and LIRE 8+OOW.

On LIRE 12+OOW, the definite anomaly was detected with both 
X-200 feet and X-100 feet. However, it is only with X-100 
feet that the complex nature of the source of the anomaly 
can be seen. Since the n-1 measurement is anomalous, 
detailed measurements with X-50 feet or with X**60 feet could 
be used to better locate and more fully evaluate the 
multiple source.

7.22 ZOHE B (LIRE 16+OOW to LIRE 8+OOW)

This anomalous zone was detected on three lines, just to 
the west of a region of conductive overburden. The anomaly 
at 9+50S to 8+50S on LIRE 12+OOW indicates a definite narrow 
source. Detailed measurements with shorter electrode 
intervals could be used to more accurately locate and more 
fully evaluate the narrow source.

7.23 ZOHE C and ZOHE D (LIRE 20+OOH to LIRE 24+OOE)

The anomalies that form this zone are less definite than 
those that form ZOHE A; however, this complex zone has a 
considerable strike length. The most definite anomalies that 
form this zone are on LIRE 16+OOE and on LIRE 24+OOE. Both 
of these anomalies indicate a shallow source ( i.e.. they 
are anomalous for the n-1 measurement ). Detailed 
measurements with shorter electrode intervals would be 
warranted.

QuAnracH ComuLimc toe.



7.24 One-line Anomalies

The following definite anomalies have been detected on one 
line only:

LIRE 44+OOW 

LIRE 40+OON 

LIRE 4+OOE

4+OON to 5+OON 

24+50H to 25+50H 

4+OOH to 5+OOH

These anomalies should be detailed with shorter electrode 
intervals. If the sources are confirmed, closely spaced 
parallel lines should be also surveyed. This would permit 
the strike direction and strike extent of the source to be 
determined.

10
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8.0

The McBean Lake Grid that was surveyed by the time-domain IP and 
resistivity method, lies to the southwest of the Theresa Granodiorite 
Plug. The very high apparent resistivity (greater than 10,000 ohm- 
meters) zones interpreted on the apparent resistivity pseudosections 
are due to a tight, non-porous rock type. These zones may represent 
smaller bodies of the non-porous igneous rock. The zones shown on the 
one inch equals 200 feet plan map should be correlated with the 
available geologic information to determine if the above assumption is 
true.

low magnitude, to moderate magnitude, IP lies have been
interpreted on the data plots. As shown on the plan map, many of these 
anomalies can be correlated from line to line to form anomalous zones.

The two most definite anomalies detected during the survey form part 
of ZONE A, on LIRE 12+OOH and on LIRE 8+OOH. The source of these IP 
anomalies is known from trenching, and from angled drill holes. The 
pyritic mineralization contains base metal and precious metal values. 
To the west., the source of the IP anomalous effects is not well known. 
The sources of the other anomalous zones, and the three one-line 

ilies interpreted, may not be presently known.

The unknown sources of the narrow, shallow anomalies can be more 
accurately located, and more fully evaluated, by making detailed 
measurements with shorter electrode intervals, (see Appendix ). Those 
locations at which the detailed measurements with shorter electrode 
intervals would be warranted are identified by stars on the data plots 
as well as the plan map. It is recommended that this detail be 
completed for anomalies for which the source is not known. With the 
detailed measurements available, a decision can be made regarding the 
desirability of trenching and/or short drill holes.

If the IP crew returns to the grid to complete the detailed 
measurements with shorter electrode intervals, some measurements on 
east-west lines should be considered. It is reported that to the 
northeast of the McBean Lake Property, significant gold values have 
been found within north-south striking sulphide zones. Measurements on 
east-west lines could be used to determine if these zones extend onto 
the McBean Lake Grid.

PHILIP G. HALLOF PH.D. P.ENG. 
SENIOR CONSULTING GEOPHYSICIST 
QUANTECH CONSULTING INC.
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SURVEY COVERAGE

100 ft. dipole spacing

L44W
L40H
L36W
L32V
L28W
L24W
L20W
L16H
L12W
L8W
L4W
LO
L4E
L8E
L12E
L16E
L20E
L24E

150o -
150o -
550o -
1050s -
950s -
550s -
550s -
850s -
1050s -
1250s -
1050s -
1250s -
1350s -
1350s -
1350s -
1350s -
1350s -
1350s -

38500
3600o
2550o
26500
2650o
2350o
2650o
25500
2550o
1250n
lOSOn
750o
6500
650o
650o
650o
650o
650o

3700 ft
3450
2000
3700
3600
2900
3200
3400
3600
2500
2100
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

* 2000

48150 ft.

200 ft. dipole spacing

L28B 
L24W 
L20W 
L16W 
L12W 
L8W

900s - 25000 
300s - 25000 
500s - 25000 
500s - 2500o 
900s - 2300o 
900s - 800n

3400 ft.
2800
3000
3000
3200
1700

17100 ft

e Errors

L44H - no chainage north of 34+OOn 
L40H - no chainage north of T.L.28n
L16ff - 16+OOn is posted twice,

1+OOs is posted as 2+OOs, 
6+OOs is posted twice
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Major Benefits
* Two Dipoles Simultaneously Measured

* Solid State Memory

* Automatic Primary Voltage Ranging

9 Automatically Calculates Apparent Resistivity

9 Computer Compatible

9 Software Packages Available



Specifications

Dipotes ......... ......... .. Two simultaneous input dipoles.
Input Voltage (Vp) Range ... .. . .40 microvolts to 4 volts, with automatic ranging and

overvoltage protection.
Vp Resolution ... .... .. 10 microvolts.
Vp Accuracy .. .... .. . ... D.3% typical; maximum 19b over temperature range.
Chargeability Resolution . . . 19b.
Chargeability Accuracy .. .. D.3% typical; maximum 196 over temperature range

forVp^Omv.
Automatic SP Compensation .. . .   1V with linear drift correction up to 1 mV/s.
Input Impedance. . . 1 Megohm.
Sample Rate .. ... . 10 milliseconds.
Automatic Stacking ........ .. 3 to 99 cycles.
Synchronization.............. .Minimum primary voltage level of 40 microvolts.
Rejection Filters..... ....... . 50 and 60 Hz power line rejection greater than

100 dB.
J Grounding Resistance Check ..... . 100 ohm to 128 kiloohm.

Compatible Transmitters . .... Any time domain waveform transmitter with a pulse

J duration of 1 or 2 seconds and a crystal timing 
stability of 100 ppm.

Programmable Parameters ..... Geometric parameters, time parameter, intensity of

J current, type of array and station number. 
Display .... ... . ....... . Two line. 32-character alphanumeric liquid crystal

display protected by an internal heater for low 
i temperature conditions.

J Memory Capacity .... . .600 sets of readings.
RS-232C Serial I/O Interface .1200 baud. 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity.

l Console Power Supply ... . .. . Six-1.5V "D" cell disposable batteries with a
maximum supply current of 70mA and auto power 
save.

Operating Environmental Range .. . -250C to *550C; u-100% relative humidity;
-1 weatherproof.

Storage Temperature Range .. . -400Cto + G00C. E DAi.ntrumer.tsNK
l - ThomcV'e Park Drive.

J Weight and Dimensions.... .... 5.5 kg. 310x230x210 mm. i^omo c.nar,0
C.injd.1 r.'4H 1H1

Standard System Complement . . Instrument console with carrying strap, batteries and Te!cx ^ 2 -~'22 FDA TOR 
i operations manual.

-J Available Options... .. . Stainless steel transmitting electrodes, copper i n J S A
sulphate receiving electrodes, alligator clips, bridge l E D A ^

i leads, wire spools, interface cables, rechargeable . .^., R,- 1eCrJ -,c- 
l batteries, charger and software programs. r 5 X'W?s"

  ?:".'-i.\"'-i i.?

mroO in r.-,r..-id.i



Variable Frequency, Time Domain 
and Phase IP Transmitter

* Reliable: Backed by twenty years experience in the 
design and worldwide operation of induced polarization 
and resistivity equipment

' Versatile: Can be used for resistivity, variable frequency 
IP. lime domain IP or phase angle IP measurements

Stable: Excellent current regulation 

Lightweight, portable

Wide selection of power sources 

Low cost

^ Transmitter Configurations

Timing 
Options

Console

Power 
Modules

Motor 
Generators

for Variable Frequency 
and Time Domain IP for Phase and Spectral IP

Internal 
. A Model 

Tuning Board

Internal 
 Model 

liming Board

E.lernal 

Clack Module

i 
External J 

Holo'ed Cool v i 
Drive |

1 1 1 1 1 1

II
IPM 

Consul*

1 1 1 1 1 1
BPSI

law Power
Dry Cell

 atlery Module

-
*

tn-i
Medium Power
 .echorgeabl*

Boilarr Module

AC 3000
Standard

frantlormer

Module

ACIOOI

EdendedFrequenr/

Tronftlormer

Module

11 1 1 li
MGI

IKVA

MG 7
7KVA

MG j
JKVA

PHOENIX GEOPHYSICS LIMITED
Geophysical Consulting and Contracting. Instrument Manufacture. Sale and Lease

Head Office:

TORONTO- 7100 WARDEN AVE.
UNIT 7. MARKHAM. ONTARIO 

CANADA L3R 5M7 
TEL: (416) 477-asaa



Timing Options

INTERNAL TIMING BOARD

There ore three available internal liming boards. Both hove the same Internally mounted crystal oscillator with o stability of 50 PPM over the 
temperature range-40*C to -f-60'C.

STANDARD FREQUENCY SERIES
Frequency domain mode 

Modal A :  DC. .063. .175. .25. l. 2 and 4 Hz.
Time domain mode 

2 sec -f-. 7 sec oil. 2 sec -. 2 sec oil.
Simultaneous transmission mode 

.25 and 4.0 Hi standard, other pairs available.

OPTIONAL FREQUENCY SERIES (change link on board)
Frequency domain mode 

+ DC. .078. .156. .313. 1.25. 2.5. and 5.0 Hi.
Time domain mode 

1.6 sec -I-. 1.6 sec oil. 1.6 sec -. 1.6 sec all.
Simultaneous transmission mode 

.313 and 5.0 Hi standard, other pairs available.

The main difference between this liming board and the model A board Is that the duly cycle is variable. Frequency domain 
operation is obtained by selling the duly cycle lo 100V. and selecting any of nine binary frequencies from 1/64 Hi to 4 Hi.

Model B : Various lime domain waveforms may be obtained by choosing any of the nine frequencies and a duly cycle of J5V.. SO t. or 75*.. 
The s londard 2 sec -t-. 2 sec off. 2 sec -. 2 sec off lime domain waveform Is chosen by selecting a duly cycle of SO V. and a frequency 
ol .125 Hi.

Modal C Time domain: l. 2. 4. 6 second cycle. Frequency domain: O.I. 0.3. 1.0. 3.0 Hz.

EXTERNAL HIGH PRECISION CRYSTAL CLOCKS

The IPT-I may be driven by eMternal high precision cryslal clock modules such as the CL-1 and transmitter driver or Cl-2 and transmitter driver. These clock 
modules were designed for use as a lime reference between the IPT-I or IPT-2 transmitters and the Phoenix IPV-2 phase IP receiver. The aging rale of the 
CI-1 clock module is 5 x I0""xdoy (O.11 mrod/hrat l Hi) and the stability of lheCL-2 clock module Is 10'' /day (2.26 mrod/hr at l Hi). These clock modules 
weigh 7.5 kg., however space is provided lor as much as S kg of additional internal batteries for operating the CL-1 oven healed clocks all day at -40*C. 
Clock modules produced by other manufacturers of induced polarization receivers are also compatible with the IPT-1.

EXTERNAL ISOLATED CABLE DRIVE

The isolated coble drive option allows the IPT-I lo be driven by the liming circuitry of the IPV-3 spectral IP receiver. The maximum distance allowed 
between transmitter and receiver is 500m. For efficient spectral IP field surveying, the distance between the Ironsmilter and receiver is always maintained 
ol one electrode interval. Thus the maximum convenient electrode interval, using the isolated cable drive option, is 500m. The IPV-3 measures the cu're--' 
plus six voltage dipoles (0=1.6) simultaneously.

Console

Ammeter Ranges 

Meter Display

Currant Ragulation

Protaction

30 mA. 100 mA. 300 mA. l A. 3A and IOA full scale.

A meter (unction switch selects the display of current level, 
regulation status..input frequency, output voltage, control 
voltage and line voltage. An optional digital display 
presents all of the above, plus external circuit resistance.

The change in output current is less than 0.2 % for a 
change in input voltage or electrode impedance.

The current is turned off automatically if it exceeds ISO" 
full scale or if it is less than 3*. full scale.



Internal Power Modules

BPS-1 DRY CELL BATTERY POWER MODULE

_ x~- Output Voltage) 

Output Currant 

Output Power 

Power Supply

'Control Supply

90V. laOV and 360V.

l mA lo l A maximum.

Recommended maximum oulpul power Is 30 walls. Absolute maximum oulpul power is 100 walls.

Bx4SV dry cell batteries (Eveready 482. Mallory 302 or equivalent). Normal field operation, with low oulpul power, 
results in an overage battery life expectancy of one month. Operation with the absolute maximum output power 
results in much shorter battery life.

4 x 6V lantern batteries (Eveready 409. Mallory 908 or equivalent) connected in series/parallel are used lo provide 
the 40 lo 70 mA at 12V required for the control circuitry. Average battery life expectancy is six months.

Operating Temperature : 0*C to -f-60'C.

BPS-2 RECHARGEABLE BATTERY POWER MODULE

Output Voltage 

Output Current 

Output Power

Batteries

: 50V. 106V. 212V. 42SV. and 8SOV. 

: 3 mA lo 3A.

: Maximum oulpul power is 300 walls. Above this output power a protective cut-out is engaged lo prevent battery ond 
circui' damage.

; 4 x 12V rechorgeoble gell cell bolleries connected in series/parallel have a capacity of 9 A-hr. External batteries (such 
as car or motorcycle batteries) may also be used. A special cord and plug are provided for this mode of operation. An 
adaptor cord connects the 12V batteries in parallel with the 12V charging unit.

  Operating Temperature : -40'C lo *60"C. Below 0*C the capacity of the batteries is significantly reduced (by 70'. at -40 0C.

AC 3000 TRANSFORMER POWER MODULE

Output Voltage 

Output Current 

Output Power

Input Power

  Current Regulation

Operating Temperature 

Thermal Protection

7SV. ISOV. 300V. 600V and 1200V. 

3 mA lo IOA.

Maximum continuous oulpul power is 
3KW with MC-3 motor generator. 
2KW with MC-2 motor generator and 
IKW with MG-1 molar generator.

Three phase. 400 Hi (350 lo 1000 Hz).
60V (50V lo 80V) is standard. 

Three phase. 400 Hi (350 lo 1000 Hi).
120V (100V lo 160V) is optional.

Achieved by feedback lo the alternator 
of the motor generator unit.

-40*C lo *60*C.

Thermostat turns off at 65"C and turns
*

back on at 55*C internal temperature.

AC 3003 TRANSFORMER POWER MODULE 

Some as AC 3000 except for:

: 44V. 87V. 175V. 350V and 700V.Output Voltage 

Frequency Range DC lo 3000 Hz under external drive 
(all other power modules hove a 
maximum frequency of S Hz).

(Hoi. AC JOOI b

  General

Dimensions 

Weight

Standard Accessories

20 x 40 x 55 cm (9 x 16 x 22 in).

13 kg (29 Ib) with BPS-1. 
13 kg ,'?9 Ib) with BPS-2.
17 kg (37 Ib) with AC-3000.
18 kg {40 Ib) with AC-3003.

Pock Irome. manual. At least one of the 
lour possible power modules is required. 
The transformer power modules in turn 
require one ol the three external 1KVA. 
2KVA. 3KVA. motor generators ond a 
connecting coble.



Motor Generators

There ore three motor generators, differing in weight and power, which can be used with the transformer power modules. All three supply three phase. 
400 Hi (350 lo 600 Hz). 60V (4SV lo 80V). The voltage Is regulated by feedback from the transmitter.

MG - l : This lightweight unit is designed for easy
portability in areas of moderately high resistivity. 
It ii well suited lor massive sulfide exploration in 
Northern Canada. Europe and Asia, os well as 
general IP and resistivity surveys in rugged, 
mountainous areas around the world. The motor 
is a 4-cycle Briggs and Stratton which produces 3 
HP at 3600 rpm. The dimensions of the unit, 
including packframe. are 40 x 45 K 60 (16 x IB x 
74 in). Total weight is 75 kg (55 Ib).

MG - 2 : 7KVA motor generator. This versatile unit 
is adequate for the vast majority of IP and 
resistivity surveys conducted worldwide. II 
is light enough lo be carried by one man. yel 
powerful enough for most survey requirements. 
The motor is o 4-cycle Briggs and Stratton which 
produces S HP at 3600 rpm. The dimensions of 
the unit, including packframe. are 40 x 45 x 60 cm 
(16 x 18 x 74 in). Total weight is 34 kg (75 Ib).

U

MG - 3 : 3KVA motor generator. This two-man portable 
unit is designed for surveys in areas which require 
additional power. The motor Is o 4-cycle Briggs 
and Stratton which produces 8 HP at 3600 rpm. 
The unit is mounted in a square frame with 
dimensions 40 x 48 x 75 cm (16 x 19 x 29 in). 
Total weight is 55 kg (170 Ib).
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Ministry of Report of Work
Northern Development

__ and Mines (Geophysical, Geological. 
Ontario Geochemical and Expend!tu r

Type of Survey!* 

Claim Holoerisl

42E1MCMI2 2.1(962 MCBEAN

ownsrtip or Arc* ^   'S Z- 1

Prospector's 'Licence No.

57-.

rvey Company
'/tt? .l-TcL"'- -- -\ S^Jfe .oi^J ^gyxyi/J^ - ff^d^O jM~?i. '^? i, ,-   

'iDat* of Survev rirom A rni ' - - Tf otal MMCS Of Une Cut
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'"JOate of Survey nrom ft toi
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BAY
Credit* Requested pervEach-Claim in Colunyns atriphri
SgeciaL Provision* -

. For first survey:" ~

Enter 40.days. if his 
includes line cutting) -~

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Day*

Complete reverse side 
and enter total Is) here

RECEIVEI

FEB15&88 

MINING LANDS SFCTl...

f . - .- ' i. -- * 
Geophysical

- Electromagnetic. 

- - Magrfeiorneter 

- Radiometric 

-Other ^.p. 

Geological 

Geochemical

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer 

f - Radiometric 

-Other 

Geological 

fOuchcmical -

Airborne Credits . ' ̂ - ^ -

Note: Special provisions . 
credrts do'not apply 

.to Airborne Sur.ve.ys. -
- . ~ i

'

Electromagnetic 

Magneioineter "

Oays-per 
, -Claim

-.-.

Zo

Days per 
Claim

Days per 
Claim

^~

~

,. - -j 
Radiomeuic - "- p-

Mining Claims Traversed (Ljsf in.numerical secfrience) I

Expenditures (excludes power stripping,'
Type of Work Performed

Performed on Claimfsl

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures

1 "*"

Total 
Days Credits

l"|-| 1
Instructions 

Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits par claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date ed Holder or 4g*nt (Signature!

00 JZ   S2-^.
Recorded Holder or

Certification Verifying Report of Work

claims covered by mis 
report of work.

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Penon Certifying

l Date Certified l Certified by ISKmeturel



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

April 22, 1988 Your File: W8804-55 
Our File: 2.10962

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
435 James Street South
P.O. Box 5000
Thunder Bay, Ontario
P7C 5G6

Dear Madam:

RE: Notice of Intent dated April 7, 1988
Geophysical (Induced Polarization) Survej 
submitted on Mining Claims TB 813468 et a 
in the Area of McBean Lake

QMTAMO OSOLOWCAt SUBV6*

ASSESSMENT FILES
OFFICE

APR 2 8 1988

RECEIVED

The assessment work credits, as listed with the above-mentioned 
Notice of Intent, have been approved as of the above date.

Please inform the recorded holder of these mining claims and so 
indicate on your records.

Yours sincerely,

H.R. Cowan, Manager
Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

Whitney Block, Room 6610 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3

Telephone: (416) 965-4888

)
SH:pl 
Enclosure: Technical Assessment Work Credits

cc: Mr. G.H. Ferguson
Mining ft Lands Commissioner 
Toronto, Ontario

Discovery West Corp. 
65 Granby Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSB 1H8

Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, Ontario

Mr. M. Malouf
Suite 801
80 Richmond Street West
Toronto, Ontario
M5H 2A4



Ministry of
Northom Osvotopmsnt
and Mines

Technical Assessment 
Work Credits

Ontario April 7, 1988

Hie

2.1096k
Mining Reconfarfc Report of 
Work No.

W8804-55

Recorded Holder
Discovery West Corp. ft Mr. M. Malouf

McBean Lake
Type of survey and number of

Geophysical 

Electromagnetic —^———^—-———^——- days

Radiometric ———————————————————— days

20Induced polarization ———————— — ————— days

Other __________________________ days

Section 77 (19) See "Mining Claims Assessed" column

Geological ___________________ days

Onrhvmiral rf-y.

Man days Q Airborne D 

Special provision (S Ground 0

(~l Credits have been reduced because of partial
coverage of claims.

to work dates and figures of applicant.

TB 813468 to 474 inclusive 
813476-77-88-89-91 
829037-38

Special credits under section 77 (16) for the following mining claims

10 days

TB 813490

No credits have been anovjBd for the following mining claims

|~1 not sufficiently covered by the survey Q insufficient technical data filed

The M i the above credits if necessary in order that the total number of t t days recorded on each daim doe* not
exceed the maximum allowed as follow*: Geophysical - 80; Geotogocel - 40; Geochemical - 40; Section 77(19) - 60.
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LEGEND

HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No

OTHER ROADS

TRAILS

SURVEYED LINES
TOWNSHIPS, BASE LINES. ETC 
LOTS, MINING CLAIMS. PARCELS, ETC

UNSURVEYED LINES 
LOT LINES 
PARCEL BOUNDARY 
MINING CLAIMS ETC

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY

UTILITY LINES

NON-PERENNIAL STREAM

FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS

SUBDIVJSION

ORIGINAL SHORELINE

MARSH OR MUSKEG

MINES

RESERVATIONS

TRAVERSE MONUMENT

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT SYMBOL

PATENT. SURFACE 4 MINING RIGHTS 0

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY ^

MINING RIGHTS ONLY Q

LEASE, SURFACE i MINING RIGHTS |

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY Q

MINING RIGHTS ONLY Q

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION y

CROWN LAND SALE C S

ORDER-IN-COUNCIL OC

RESERVATION O

CANCELLED  

SAND ft GRAVEL 0

NOTE: MINING RIGHTS IN PARCELS PATENTED PRIOR TO MAY 6.
1913. VESTED IN ORIGINAL PATENTEE BY THE PUBLIC ' 
LANDS ACT. R-S .O 1970. CHAP 310. SEC 63. SUBS EC 1

SCALE : 1 INCH 40 CHAINS
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AREA
03

SD ^- ^

Me BEAN LAKE
mmt f '
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GERALDTOl^
MINING DIVISION

THUNDER BAY
LAND TITLES/ REGISTRY DIVISION

THUNDER BAY

CD— 
O

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Land

Management

Branch

Ontario
FEBRUARY

D(l * AUQ.21, 19*1

496863
G-321



LEGEND

I.R. ANOMALY DESIGNATION

o-
O" 
O--

Definite l P Anomaly 

Probable l P Anomaly 

Possible l P. Anomaly 

Questionable l P Anomaly 

Definite Anomaly Axis

— —— — — P robable Anomaly Axis

* IP Anomaly Recommended 
for Detail (see Report)

RESISTIVITY ANOMALY DESIGNATIONS

^ Definite

k Probable

> Possible

Narrow sub-surface 
Resistivity Lows

Length of line surveyed

\8I3473 
\

42E10NEMt2 2.10963 MCBEAN LAKE

N

SCALE: l inch * 200 feet
o_______200______400

2^10962

DISCOVERY WEST CORP.
MCBEAN LftKE PROPERTY

IP INTERPRETATION

Interpretation by: Or P.G. Hallof, Ph.D.,P.Eng. 

Scale 1:2400 Feb 1988

UANTECH CONSULTING INC.
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. 1096 2

DISCOVERY WEST CORP.
MCBEAN LAKE PROPERTY

FILTERED METAL FACTOR

Scale 1:2400 Feb 1988

QUANTECH CONSULTING INC.
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DISCOVERY WEST CORP.
MCBEAN LAKE PROPERTY

FILTERED CHARGEABILITY

Scale 1:2400 Feb 1988

QUANTECH CONSULTING INC.
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DISCOVERY WEST CORP.
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FILTERED RESISTIVITY
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